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THE URBAN TRAUMA DRAMA: THE INTERSECTING PATH OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE AND PUBLIC HEALTH REVEALED DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC

JOSÉ FELIPÉ ANDERSON*

ABSTRACT

Our society often operates under the delusion that more incarceration in urban areas will make us safer. Crowded cities and the problems for its inhabitants are not new. Those problems often fall more heavily on minority groups. Failed education, healthcare unavailability, and a lack of decent housing have made it difficult for cities to cope with addiction and crime. The COVID-19 pandemic has made the issues in the criminal system harder to ignore. Decline of major manufacturing jobs in cities like the steel and auto industries removed key opportunities for those seeking to overcome poverty and raise families. Debilitating riots during the late 1960s caused a retreat from the inner city and flight to the suburbs. Drug addiction growing from the 1950s further agitated the challenges of urban life. We should use this crisis as an opportunity to reset and launch new initiatives that have some chance of success.

The so-called “War on Drugs” that began in the 1970s has also had a lasting effect on current approaches to people being unable to get off of the “hamster wheel” of the criminal system. This “Urban Drama Trauma,” as I define it, is the failure of our criminal justice and health care infrastructure to address the root problems of urban living among marginal populations. The opioid crisis of the early 21st-century has also magnified the challenges of major cities in ways that have never been contemplated. Despite these dire circumstances, this crisis may create an opportunity to reset our focus and not repeat the mistakes of the past. Re-directing drug abuse through the healthcare system rather than the criminal system makes sense from an economic and public policy perspective. By addressing the trauma issue directly and focusing on job creation and workforce development for those hampered by the criminal system, we can experience better long-term outcomes.

* Professor of Law, University of Baltimore School of Law, Adjunct Professor of Legal Studies and Business Ethics, The Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania. The author would like to thank Danielle Anderson and Justin Khim for their research assistance and Anam Khan and Megan Hart for careful guidance during this editorial process.
I.  INTRODUCTION

Our nation is once again in big trouble. The criminal justice system, already fraught with inequality, is now being further exposed by the unanticipated challenge of the COVID-19 epidemic. As we struggle to engage in police reform, sentencing reform, and bending the arc away from incarceration as a first response toward the public health arena, we find ourselves at another crossroads, where we should recognize that public health solutions create a more promising opportunity than the criminal justice system. The intrusion of this...
unexpected pandemic\textsuperscript{7} has provided us with a fresh opportunity to get it right.\textsuperscript{8} The colossal failure of the so-called war on drugs,\textsuperscript{9} and decades of ignoring the compound problems of urban America, have seated us at the threshold of stagnation in our efforts to solve some of our most daunting quality-of-life challenges.\textsuperscript{10} Drug addiction in most major American cities has spread throughout the entire nation, affecting police decisions nationwide.\textsuperscript{11}

Drama, in the colloquial sense, refers to something being trivial and/or troublesome. However, I use the term more so in alignment with the concept of the Greek drama, specifically the Greek tragedy.\textsuperscript{12} Poverty is often concentrated

\textsuperscript{7} \textit{The first study, published today in JAMA Network Open, involved 2,595 patients tested for COVID-19 at a Milwaukee hospital from Mar 12 to 31. Of the 369 patients (59.1\%) who tested positive, 218 (59.1\%) were [B]lack. Black patients were 5.4 times more likely than those of other races to test positive. Other risk factors included male sex (1.5 times more likely than women to test positive) and being older than 60 years (2.0 times more likely).” Mary Van Beusekom, \textit{Studies Spotlight COVID Racial Health Disparities, Similarities}, CTR. FOR INFECTIOUS DISEASE RSCH. & POL’Y NEWS (Sept. 25, 2020), https://www.cidrap.umn.edu/news-perspective/2020/09/studies-spotlight-covid-racial-health-disparities-similarities.\textsuperscript{8} For example, one way to reduce social inequity may be to promote policies and resources that allow for social mobility. See William Julius Wilson, \textit{The Truly Disadvantaged: The Inner City, the Underclass, and Public Policy} 158 (1987) (“It seems . . . . the most realistic approach to the problems of concentrated inner-city poverty is to provide ghetto underclass families and individuals with the resources that promote social mobility.”).\textsuperscript{9} Commentators have noted the following: “The Nixon Administration officially declared the ‘War on Drugs’ twenty-five years ago. It has continued, at escalating levels, ever since. Today we annually spend $15 billion in federal funds and $33 billion in state and local funds to finance this war . . . . [H]owever, the Drug War has been an extraordinary failure. Drugs are more available–at higher purity and lower prices–than they were at the start of the decade.” Eric Blumenson & Eva Nilsen, \textit{Policing for Profit: The Drug War’s Hidden Economic Agenda}, 65 U. CHI. L. REV. 35, 36–37 (1998) (footnotes omitted).\textsuperscript{10} In the early 1960s, famed writer James Baldwin vividly described the often-volatile relationship between police and citizens, particularly in ethnic communities: “The only way to police a ghetto is to be oppressive. None of the Police Commissioner’s men, even with the best will in the world, have any way of understanding the lives led by the people they swaggered about in twos and threes controlling. Their very presence is an insult . . . . He moves through Harlem, therefore, like an occupying soldier in a bitterly hostile country . . . .” James Baldwin, Nobody Knows My Name 65–66 (1961).\textsuperscript{11} \textit{Race and the Drug War}, DRUG POL’Y ALL., https://www.drugpolicy.org/issues/race-and-drug-war (last visited Apr. 28, 2021) (discussing that people of color are disparately charged for violations of laws concerning drug possession and low-level sales). Elected public officials have expressed the idea that good police/community relations begin with the attitude of police toward minority citizens. The former Mayor of Detroit, Coleman Young, expressed that view in his autobiography. He wrote, “For nearly twenty years, I had emphasized a firm but respectful style of law enforcement. I had campaigned on that issue and fought over it with the veteran cops. The police department’s attitude adjustment had been the first priority of my first term . . . .” Coleman Young & Lonnie Wheeler, \textit{Hardstuff: The Autobiography of Coleman Young} 321 (1994).\textsuperscript{12} A staple of the theatrical genre was the presentation of mortals placed in no-win situations by the pantheon of Greek gods. Mark Cartwright, \textit{Ancient Greek Theatre}, WORLD HIST.
in urban communities, and this combines with the drama created by the trauma in those communities.  

While gentrification has continued to create economic refugees, the contemporary strategies of urban revival combined with the decades-long adventure of suburban flight, as solutions to the American city’s poverty problem, are collapsing simultaneously. The pandemic has only exacerbated the well-documented trend of increasing economic inequality in the United States. Many people in the country find themselves closer to unemployment or poverty than they are to economic stability and social mobility.

I do not intend to suggest that such challenges are restricted to urban communities. There is ample evidence that rural communities encounter similar difficulties. Public perceptions that exist against welfare recipients, through stereotypes about alleged lack of personal responsibility, further complicate the issue of economic inequality and make political solutions more difficult to reach. For example, although creative use of safe drug injection facilities have been demonstrated to reduce certain health care challenges outside this country, the United States Department of Justice has been unequivocal in its position that...
they are illegal under the federal Controlled Substances Act.\textsuperscript{19} Such hardline approaches may make expensive social problems like opioid addiction even more costly.\textsuperscript{20}

My focus, however, is on large urban centers with multi-member police forces and cumbersome criminal justice infrastructures that make law reform more difficult. The sheer volume of police-citizen contact amplifies implicit bias in urban communities.\textsuperscript{21} More blatant acts of police violence have been decreasing trust in law enforcement.\textsuperscript{22} Ideas like “broken windows policing,”\textsuperscript{23} which became popular in New York City and focused on arresting people for low-level crime,\textsuperscript{24} have made the police the enemy of urban people.\textsuperscript{25}


\textsuperscript{20} Opioid-related healthcare, criminal justice, and lost productivity cost the U.S. about $111 billion in 2013. \textit{See} CHRIS CHRISTIE ET AL., \textit{THE PRESIDENT’S COMMISSION ON COMBATING DRUG ADDICTION AND THE OPIOID CRISIS: FINAL REPORT} 31 (2017). Such policy clashes over what conduct is criminal, when combined with racial stereotypes about poor communities, result in bad policy and lack of political will to treat urban trauma as anything other than an issue for criminal punishment, or result in responses that suggest those struggling simply “get what they deserve.”


\textsuperscript{22} \textit{See} Gutierrez v. City of San Antonio, 139 F.3d 441, 443 (5th Cir. 1998) (police misconduct upon a citizen in urban neighborhood, “hog-tying,” referring to placing a person on their stomach, handcuffing them, restraining their legs, and then connecting the legs and arms together); Vizbaras v. Prieber, 761 F.2d 1013, 1015 (4th Cir. 1985) (“cradle cuff”).

\textsuperscript{23} In 1982, George L. Kelling and James Q. Wilson wrote an article entitled \textit{Broken Windows}, which purported to offer a policing strategy that would help police to serve the needs of communities. This strategy empowered officers to focus on “order maintenance.” The authors based the strategy outlined in \textit{Broken Windows} on the premise that crime and disorder are linked, and therefore increasing order through greater police presence in neighborhoods would prevent crime and make residents feel safer. In theory, this strategy would empower officers to restore a community through the policing of low-level offenses. George L. Kelling & James Q. Wilson, \textit{Broken Windows}, \textit{THE ATLANTIC} (Mar. 1982), https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/1982/03/broken-windows/304465/. In practice, “broken windows” policing is an antiquated attack on the poor that the criminal justice system needs to replace with real solutions.

\textsuperscript{24} \textit{See} NAT’L ACADS. SCI., ENG’G, & MED., \textit{supra} note 3, at 70–73, 163, finding that broken windows policing has little impact on public safety.

\textsuperscript{25} \textit{See} David Cole, \textit{Unequal Justice: Although the American Criminal Justice System Has a Long History of Racial Bias, the United States Is Only Now Starting to Take an Honest Look at the Problem}, BALT. SUN (May 16, 1999), https://www.baltimoresun.com/news/bs-xpm-1999-05-16-9905190402-story.html. “Often, the patterns of harassment were more than isolated incidents of
instances, police intimidation has yielded examples of outright criminal conduct by police in these already beleaguered communities. Without substantial changes, this dynamic is likely to continue. Lurking amidst the despair is the stunning health care inequality among African Americans, which suggests a true public health crisis in major cities among minority communities. COVID-19 has made these issues in the criminal system hard to ignore. Under the significant pressure of the pandemic, it was confirmed that all social stakeholders, including government, private sector industry, health care, and policing infrastructures, demonstrated significant flaws. Those flaws indicate the absence of meaningful solutions to decades-long urban problems.

sidewalk justice dispensed by rogue cops. In fact, they reflected a wide-spread pattern of police abuses rooted in departmental policies. In some cases, police departments created roving task forces that swooped down on high-crime neighborhoods and conducted indiscriminate street stops and searches. Id.

26. See, e.g., PAUL BUTLER, CHOKEHOLD: POLICING BLACK MEN 59 (2017) (“A cop friend of mine invented a game that tells you everything you need to know about the extraordinary consequences of Whren. The cop takes my law students on ride-alongs in his squad car so they can see what it’s like to be a police officer. The game is called Pick a Car. My friend tells the students to pick any car they see on the street and he will legally stop it. He says that he can follow any driver and within a few blocks he or she will commit some traffic infraction. Then he turns on his siren and flashing lights. He can order the driver and passenger to exit their vehicle. He can pat them down if he feels like his safety is threatened.”)

27. See, e.g., Press Release, U.S. Dep’t of Just., Former Baltimore City Police Gun Trace Task Force Detective Sentenced to 12 Years in Federal Prison for Racketeering Conspiracy (May 28, 2019), https://www.justice.gov/usao-md/pr/former-baltimore-city-police-gun-trace-task-force-detective-sentenced-12-years (officers engaged in outright criminal conduct, including robbing civilians and filing false reports). In Baltimore, police corruption and intimidation reached new heights with the conduct of a group of undercover officers who were known as the Drug Trace Task Force. After years of complaints, several of them were indicted. Id.


29. “Using health disparities as a measure of injustice reveals that the United States is a very unjust society. Imagine if every single day a jumbo jet loaded with 230 black passengers took off into the sky, reached a cruising altitude, and then crashed to the ground killing all aboard. According to former Surgeon General David Satcher, that is the impact caused by racial health disparities in the United States. That image represents the number of Black Americans—totaling 83,570—who would still have been alive in 2002 when he gathered the statistics, if their life expectancy was the same as that of [W]hites. In one generation, between 1940 and 1999, more than four million Black Americans died prematurely relative to [W]hites.” (footnotes omitted). Dorothy E. Roberts, The Most Shocking and Inhuman Inequality: Thinking Structurally About Poverty, Racism, and Health Inequities, U. MEM. L. REV. 167, 192 (2018).
II. THE DESPERATION OF CITIES

It has long been observed that cities are full of desperation regarding criminal justice issues. Although they are hubs of human energy and commerce, the sheer volume of people who live in cities amplifies the challenges that require examination in the rugged urban landscape. Recently, the Baltimore City Council attempted to address the serious issue of urban trauma with groundbreaking social reform legislation, The Baltimore City Trauma-Responsive Care Act. Its core purpose was to establish “... certain duties of the Task Force; requiring certain agencies to designate certain individuals to undergo formal training in trauma-informed care and to perform certain other duties related to ensuring that certain agencies are delivering services in a manner consistent with best practices in trauma-informed care...” This legislation is a great start to recognizing a problem deeply imbedded in the very infrastructure of our government, that the impact of trauma on urban communities often goes ignored.

This urban trauma is in large part the failure of our criminal justice and health care infrastructures to address the root problems of urban living among minority populations. Crowded cities, and the problems they bring for their inhabitants, are not new. Those problems, which often fall more heavily on

---

30. A report of the Ferguson, Missouri Police Department found widespread discrimination in policing. “Ferguson’s approach to law enforcement both reflects and reinforces racial bias, including stereotyping. Ferguson’s law enforcement practices overwhelmingly impact African Americans. Data collected by the Ferguson Police Department (FDP) from 2012 to 2014 shows that African Americans account for 85 percent of vehicle stops, 90 percent of citations, and 93 percent of arrests made by FPD officers, despite comprising only 67 percent of Ferguson’s population.” U.S. DEP’T OF JUST., C.R. DIV., INVESTIGATION OF FERGUSON POLICE DEP’T 5–6 (2015).


32. For example, the Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs) Study and the robust medical research that has followed over the past twenty years demonstrate that childhood trauma has profound effects on brain development and, consequently, negative effects on adult behavior. Jack P. Shonkoff & Andrew S. Garner, The Lifelong Effects of Early Childhood Adversity and Toxic Stress, 129 AM. ACAD. PEDIATRICS e232, e236 (2012).

33. See F. MICHAEL HIGGINbotham, GHOSTS OF JIM CROW: ENDING RACISM IN POST-RACIAL AMERICA 169–70 (2013) (providing an insightful discussion on the structural economic and racial disparities that currently exist in our nation, which gets at the meaning of the phrase “when America gets a cold, Black America gets the flu”).

34. One scholar has insightfully commented: “In the promotion of social rights[,] . . . it is important to appreciate that the poor and the working classes of all racial groups struggle to make ends meet, and even the middle class has experienced a decline in its living standard. Indeed, Americans across racial and class boundaries worry about unemployment and job security, declining real wages, escalating medical and housing costs, the availability of affordable childcare programs, the sharp decline in the quality of public education, and crime and drug trafficking in their neighborhoods.” WILLIAM JULIUS WILSON, WHEN WORK DISAPPEARS: THE WORLD OF THE NEW URBAN POOR 204–05 (1996).
minority groups, have amplified the poverty concentration in such areas.\(^{35}\) Failed education, healthcare unavailability, and other poor living conditions have made it even more difficult for cities to cope with addiction and crime.\(^{36}\) Often, the legal system projects negative assumptions on urban residents simply because they cannot escape their circumstances.\(^{37}\)

One example of this is public education, which started out as a grand idea to grant access to the opportunities of education to many people.\(^{38}\) Mandatory public-school attendance was seen by many as a way to break the cycle of poverty among immigrants and minorities who would come to the city for better opportunities.\(^{39}\) After the Supreme Court decided \textit{Brown v. Board of Education}, requiring the abolition of segregation in public schools,\(^{40}\) the nation’s approach to grade school changed forever. Just like resistance to integrated housing, the


\(^{36}\) It has been suggested that moving students out of city poverty when they are young may have long term benefits. \textit{See, e.g.,} Raj Chetty et al., \textit{The Effects of Exposure to Better Neighborhoods on Children: New Evidence from the Moving to Opportunity Experiment}, 106 AM. ECON. REV. 855, 855–56 (2016) (studying the Department of Housing and Urban Development’s Moving to Opportunity experiment’s long-term impacts and finding a positive effect on college attendance and income for people who moved before age thirteen). \textit{See also} Avelardo Valdez, \textit{Aggressive Crime, Alcohol and Drug Use, and Concentrated Poverty in 24 U.S. Urban Areas}, 33 AM. J. DRUG & ALCOHOL ABUSE 595, 600, 602 (2007).

\(^{37}\) The term “criminalization of poverty” is frequently used by advocates for the homeless poor to describe ordinances, such as panhandling statutes and anti-loitering statutes, and selective enforcement targeting homeless individuals. \textit{See, e.g.,} David M. Smith, \textit{A Theoretical and Legal Challenge to Homeless Criminalization as Public Policy}, 12 YALE L. & POL’Y REV. 487, 487–88 (1994).


\(^{39}\) \textit{AM. PSYCH. ASS’N PRESIDENTIAL TASK FORCE ON EDUC. DISPARITIES, ETHNIC & RACIAL DISPARITIES IN EDUCATION: PSYCHOLOGY’S CONTRIBUTIONS TO UNDERSTANDING & REDUCING DISPARITIES} 9, 10 (2012). While five percent of White children grow up with a parent who did not graduate from high school, twelve percent of Black and forty percent of Latinx children grow up with a parent who did not graduate from high school. \textit{Id.} at 17.

\(^{40}\) \textit{Brown v. Bd. of Ed. of Topeka}, 347 U.S. 483, 495 (1954). One critic of the \textit{Brown} decision observed that “[i]n basing the \textit{Brown} doctrine in a sweeping decision purely within the purpose and function of public school education, the courts committed a beneficent act analogous to freeing long-term convicts from prison without adequate resources to survive in the free world.” \textit{HAROLD CRUSE, PLURAL BUT EQUAL: A CRITICAL STUDY OF BLACKS AND MINORITIES AND AMERICA’S PLURAL SOCIETY} 67–68 (1987).
The idea of integrating schools caused many years of strife in the city, leading to the decline of urban schools. Thus, urban children are disproportionately impacted.

Crowded and inferior housing has always been a problem of American cities. In every era, cities have been the focal point of jobs and mobility. People concentrate in cities because of opportunity. Even though they are crowded, support networks are usually closer. Transportation might be more readily available. The ability to walk to work may be more available for some. These benefits of living and working in a city certainly were present when American industrialization was at its height. Beginning in the late nineteenth century, the

---


43. See Sam Roberts, Projections Put Whites in Minority in U.S. by 2050, N.Y. TIMES (Dec. 17, 2009), https://www.nytimes.com/2009/12/18/us/18census.html (“[I]f immigration were merely slow, rather than stop, on-Hispanic [W]hites, who now account for nearly two-thirds of the population, would become a minority by 2050. . . . If the pace of immigration increases, that benchmark could be reached as early as 2040.”).

44. Robert D. Bullard et al., Sprawl City: Race, Politics, and Planning in Atlanta 3–4 (2000) (“Apartheid-type employment, housing, development, and transportation policies have resulted in limited mobility, reduced neighborhood options, decreased residential choices, and diminished job opportunities for African American and other people of color who are concentrated in cities.”).


46. See Allan Pred, Industrialization, Initial Advantage, and American Metropolitan Growth, 55 GEOGRAPHICAL REV. 158, 158 (1965) (discussing how the benefits of increased manufacturing opportunities became nearly synonymous with the rise of cities in America). As a result of increased opportunity, such that once offered by cities, disadvantaged individuals may achieve social and geographical mobility. See Wilson, supra note 8 (“It seems . . . the most realistic approach to the
growth in manufacturing industries helped fuel a robust growth in urban America.\textsuperscript{48} Toward the end of the twentieth century, however, those large manufacturing hubs began to deteriorate, and the cities they supported deteriorated along with them,\textsuperscript{49} resulting in disproportionately high rates of unemployment for Black workers compared to White workers.\textsuperscript{50}

\textbf{A. History of Racial Discrimination in Housing}

Alongside urban deterioration were the race-based restrictions legally imposed in urban housing, which set up a racial caste system in many places.\textsuperscript{51} Racial restrictions began taking shape in the beginning of the twentieth century.\textsuperscript{52} Major cities began to impose such restrictions to determine what types of people could move into certain neighborhoods.\textsuperscript{53} The idea spread across America. Racial segregation of neighborhoods in cities resulted in differences in economic value and diminished the worth of minority communities.\textsuperscript{54} It took a decades-long battle in the Supreme Court of the United States to remove the problems of concentrated inner-city poverty is to provide ghetto underclass families and individuals with the resources that promote social mobility.\textsuperscript{55}

\textsuperscript{48} Pred, \textit{supra} note 48.

\textsuperscript{49} WILSON, \textit{supra} note 8, at 180–81. It has been noted: “The decline of the manufacturing sector in the U.S. economy is even more evident looking back further in time. In 1998, there were 18.1 million manufacturing jobs, 11\% of total jobs and 5.6 million more than in 2018. In addition, while total GDP increased 47\% from 1998 to 2018, the manufacturing sector increased just 5\%. In Michigan, a state known for automotive production, manufacturing’s share of the state’s GDP dropped from 25\% in 1998 to 15\% in 2009 . . . .” \textit{The Declining Economic Impact of Manufacturing}, U.S. NEWS (Dec. 18, 2018, 6:00 AM), https://www.usnews.com/news/elections/articles/2019-12-18/the-declining-economic-impact-of-manufacturing-no-longer-made-in-america.


\textsuperscript{52} E.g., Garrett Power, \textit{Apartheid Baltimore Style: The Residential Segregation Ordinances of 1910-1913}, 42 MD. L. REV. 289, 299–300 (1983) (discussing in detail the circumstances and origin of Baltimore, Maryland’s racial zoning ordinance requiring city streets to have a designation by race).

\textsuperscript{53} E.g., Corrigan v. Buckley, 271 U.S. 323, 331 (1926) (detailing a challenge in the District of Columbia, during which the court sustained racial covenants as part of freedom of contract and disposal of property); City of Richmond v. Deans, 37 F.2d 712, 713 (4th Cir.), aff’d, 281 U.S. 704, 704 (1930); Tyler v. Harmon, 160 La. 943, 944 (La. 1926) (permitting Negro residence only upon consent of majority of neighborhood), rev’d, 273 U.S. 668, 668 (1927).

\textsuperscript{54} According to the Urban Institute, “Black Americans have historically lagged behind their \textit{[W]}hite counterparts in several major wealth-building measures, such as household wealth, retirement savings, and homeownership.” Serena Lei, \textit{Nine Charts About Wealth Inequality in America (Updated)}, URB. INST., https://apps.urban.org/features/wealth-inequality-charts/ (last updated Oct. 15, 2017).
legal impediments that hindered minorities seeking access to housing in many communities.\textsuperscript{55} Decline of major manufacturing jobs in cities like the steel and auto industries,\textsuperscript{56} for example, limited opportunity for those seeking to overcome poverty and raise families. Debilitating riots during the late 1960s\textsuperscript{57} caused a retreat from the inner city and flight to the suburbs.\textsuperscript{58} Drug addiction growing from the 1950s further agitated the challenges to urban life. The war on drugs that began in the 1970s has had a lasting effect on current approaches to people being able to get off the “hamster wheel” of the criminal justice system\textsuperscript{59} and stretches to the modern day. This has led to further distraction from getting needed physical and mental health services\textsuperscript{60} for people trapped in a decaying urban environment. Courts are highly unlikely to intervene.\textsuperscript{61} Only occasionally has the federal government even attempted to take official legal action to remove barriers in housing discrimination.\textsuperscript{62}

Ultimately, the United States Supreme Court ruled in Shelley v. Kraemer that a state’s use of restrictive covenants excluding African American families from specific private neighborhoods was no longer constitutionally permissible.\textsuperscript{63} This historic litigation was led by a brilliant African American lawyer named Charles Hamilton Houston who, along with Thurgood Marshall, developed a comprehensive approach to changing the law.\textsuperscript{64} Even though

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{55} See Power, \textit{supra} note 53, at 310–13.
  \item \textsuperscript{56} \textbf{Antero Pietilla}, \textit{Not in My Neighborhood: How Bigotry Shaped a Great American City} 221 (2010).
  \item \textsuperscript{58} \textbf{W. Edward Orser}, \textit{Blockbusting in Baltimore: The Edmondson Village Story} 18–19 (1994).
  \item \textsuperscript{60} Kurt L. Schmoke, \textit{Forging a New Consensus in the War on Drugs: Is it Possible?}, 10 \textit{Temp. Pol. & C.R. L. Rev.} 351, 356 (2001) (Kurt Schmoke examining his decisions as Mayor of Baltimore to deal with drug addiction as a public health issue, using examples related to mandatory sentencing and the current policy on the war on drugs).
  \item \textsuperscript{61} See San Antonio Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 1, 26–29 (1973) (reaffirming the Supreme Court’s prior holdings that “wealth discrimination alone [does not provide] an adequate basis for invoking strict scrutiny”).
  \item \textsuperscript{63} Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U.S. 1, 19, 23 (1947).
  \item \textsuperscript{64} It is clear that Charles Houston was the key driving force among the lawyers arguing the restrictive covenant cases. He attended meetings of a group of “Lawyers and Consultants on
Shelley was seen as a victory for equal justice under the law,\textsuperscript{65} the biggest discriminator in housing was the United States government itself. It actually encouraged redline restrictions\textsuperscript{66} on housing in minority areas so that financing the purchase of homes became nearly impossible for many.\textsuperscript{67}

In Shelley, an African American family had purchased a home by warranty deed on August 11, 1945, from Josephine Fitzgerald, who was unaware of the restrictive covenant applicable to the property’s neighborhood.\textsuperscript{68} On October 9, 1945, the Kraemers, who also owned property subject to the covenant, filed suit against the Shelleys, seeking to prevent them from taking possession of the property and asking the court to divest them of ownership, revesting title in the original grantor or another party.\textsuperscript{69} The trial court denied the claim because the parties to the agreement intended that it would not take effect unless all property owners within the district signed on.\textsuperscript{70} That had not been accomplished.\textsuperscript{71} The Kraemers appealed, and the Shelleys moved in.\textsuperscript{72} The Supreme Court of Missouri reversed the trial court’s decision and ordered the court to grant the

Methods of Attacking Restrictive Covenants.” GENNA RAE MCNEIL, GROUNDWORK: CHARLES HAMILTON HOUSTON AND THE STRUGGLE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS 177–78 (1983). Houston expressed his view on the effect of racial covenants in an editorial during the 1940s, writing: “[T]he device of racial covenants not only confines colored people within urban ghettos, but is used to segregate and exclude other elements from decent housing. All minority groups such as Indians, Japanese-Americans, Orientals, Jews, Assyrians, etc., etc., are hit from time to time. The traditional policy of America, as the melting pot of nations, has been replaced by a racially restrictive policy of segregation, restriction and ghettoization. These covenants are not confined to city property. Practically every bit of desirable beach or vacation property is plastered with restrictive covenants against one group or another.” Charles H. Houston, Editorial, The Highway, BALT. AFRO-AM., Oct. 11, 1947, at 4.

\textsuperscript{65} Shelley, 334 U.S. at 19, 23 (voiding private agreements that prevented the sale of real property to African-Americans, explaining that the enforcement of such a racially restrictive covenant by state courts constitutes state action violating the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment). Justices Stanley Forman Reed, Robert Jackson, and Wiley Rutledge took no part in Shelley v. Kraemer. Leland B. Ware, Invisible Walls: An Examination of the Legal Strategy of the Restrictive Covenant Cases, 67 WASH. U. L.Q. 737, 761 (1989). They offered no reason, although some have assumed that it was because they owned property touched by racially restrictive covenants. Id.


\textsuperscript{68} Shelley, 334 U.S. at 5.

\textsuperscript{69} Id. at 6.

\textsuperscript{70} Id.

\textsuperscript{71} Id.

\textsuperscript{72} Id.
Kraemers’ requested relief, holding that the agreement was effective and that its enforcement violated no constitutionally guaranteed rights. The court’s ruling served not only to enforce the restriction with respect to use and occupancy of the properties covered by the covenants, but actually required divestment of the title of any property owner who violated the restriction. Subsequently, eighty percent of the lot owners on the block executed similar agreements. The restrictive covenant gave White neighbors the power to limit the racial composition of a community, even if all of its residents did not agree to the exclusions. Inability to gain access to suitable housing still contributes to the lack of generational wealth in the Black community, creating greater economic inequality.

Furthermore, other problems resulted from the inability of minorities to gain access to many housing developments because of the requirements of the Federal Housing Administration. Some federal policy has actually encouraged more segregation. An example of this is a policy implemented by the Federal Housing Administration that undervalued racially mixed urban areas and made it much more difficult for property owners in these areas to refinance their mortgages. Federally guaranteed loans for both the military and private citizens were restricted to Whites. The effect was to create larger segregated slum areas in most cities. The lack of home ownership affects community stability, a difficult trend to reverse.

When the civil unrest of the 1960s broke out, so-called “[W]hite flight” from those troubled areas brought racial segregation in urban centers into stark

73. Shelley, 334 U.S. at 6.
74. Id. at 10.
75. Id. at 7. This is similar to the 1934 covenant in McGhee (a companion case to Shelley), restricting the use and occupancy of the subject property in Detroit, Michigan, to “those of the Caucasian race.” Id. at 6. The McGhee agreement specifically stated “that [the restrictive covenant] shall not be effective unless at least eighty percent of the property fronting on both sides of the street in the block where our land is located is subjected to this or a similar restriction.” Id. at 7.
80. See Cashin, supra note 80, at 757.
relief. Shopping and other vital services fled after the unrest, never to return to the most impacted communities.

III. POLICE DISCRETION

Official police action against members of minority communities is inextricably linked to America’s history of slavery. Masters wanted their servants to serve the needs of their businesses without interference or disruption. Because slaves were considered the property of their masters, and were mobile, slave catchers and patrollers were given broad discretion to punish unauthorized movement. During the mid-1800s, when the Fugitive Slave Act was at full coercive power and literally millions of slaves were moving about, it became difficult to control the flow of enslaved people to the north who were trying to escape bondage. As they reached northern cities, it was typical for them to be
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83. See JEFFREY R. BRACKETT, THE NEGRO IN MARYLAND: A STUDY OF THE INSTITUTION OF SLAVERY 101 (1889). “The constables of towns, also, were usually ordered by special acts of Assembly to see, among other duties, that negroes did not gather in noisy groups in the street, or at meetings, or remain out late at night . . . . Often, in towns with a considerable [B]lack population, a bell was rung at a certain hour in the evening—as nine in winter and ten in summer—and the [B]lack who were being out of doors thereafter had to rely on his own good character, or on the carelessness or good nature of the constable, or his heels, to save him from punishment.” Id. See also SALLY E. HADDEN, SLAVE PATROLS: LAW AND VIOLENCE IN VIRGINIA AND THE CAROLINAS 110 (2001) (describing the laws that required Black slaves who traveled beyond their homes to possess slave passes: “Slave patrols frequently looked at slave passes while making their rounds. Laws required the slave to carry a pass, or ticket, from her master, which permitted the slave to leave the plantation. A specific pass stated the slave’s name, where she had permission to go, on what date, how long the pass was good for . . . and bore the owner’s signature.” (citation omitted)).
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able to blend in among free Blacks. After the Civil War in America, and legally abolishing slavery, the need to control the movement of people of African descent became greater in many ways. They had no owner, so placing them in incarceration, labor camps, or having strict discretion over their activity was seen as a way to control their movement. They no longer had the legal status of property. Their presence in the community, particularly in cities, led to a type of suspicion of their freedom of movement unlike that in existence during slavery when their status was more clearly defined by the law.

These concerns were addressed in most places by the separation rationale of Jim Crow. Segregating Blacks from Whites and assuring the inferior status was the approach most often implemented in places both urban and rural. For decades, this inferior status combined with the rise of public policing to create great tension between minority groups and the police. That tension was inherited by generations of urban minorities and the poor. Arrests and convictions often led to collateral consequences, such as inability to gain meaningful employment or enter professional training in some industries. Occasionally, the federal
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government has intervened with decrees of court-ordered supervision of urban police forces because of habitual abuse of urban dwellers. These issues, which continue to be largely unaddressed, received some attention during periods of unrest, including the civil rights movement of the 1960s after the assassination of Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., but have produced few tangible improvements.

Riots and violent clashes between police resulted in several studies in an effort to resolve the issue. Although civil rights legislation during the 1960s addressed some challenges, there have been few examples of improvement in urban areas with each decade that passes. As we have entered the twenty-first century, protests regarding police misconduct in the death of Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri, and others who have died under police dominion, like

93. See Stephen Rushin, Federal Enforcement of Police Reform, 82 FORDHAM L. REV. 3189, 3203 (2014) (acknowledging that even if the federal government resumed its role in investigating, reforming, and holding accountable local police departments, there remains a great need for state governments to address abusive policing practices). It is that very type of rationale that has led to investigations regarding controversial killings when the police have used deadly force, police forces like those in Cleveland, Ohio. See U.S. ATTY’S OFF., N.D. OHIO, INVESTIGATION OF THE CLEVELAND POLICE DIV. (2014). The Department of Justice under the Trump Administration failed to negotiate a single new consent decree, and, in one of his final acts as Attorney General, Jeff Sessions signed a memorandum virtually ending the use of consent decrees for the foreseeable future. See Memorandum from Jefferson B. Sessions, U.S. Att’y Gen., to Heads of Civ. Litig. Components, U.S. Att’y’s Off. (Nov. 7, 2018), https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/1109621/download.
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Freddie Grey in Baltimore, Maryland,98 and George Floyd in Minneapolis, Minnesota,99 have created another opportunity for us to focus on the problem. Challenges regarding the constitutional protection of citizens under the Fourth Amendment have often been opposed by police.100 The courts have not been very receptive in recent years to enforcing those rights.101 The Supreme Court of the United States in particular has backed away from its brief progressive surge of cases protecting citizens from police misconduct.102 Modern jurisprudence has, in fact, provided little hope that the broad power of police will be curtailed by the courts.103 From strip searches for minor offenses,104 to
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the use of deadly force, there have been few serious efforts to remove race discrimination from policing. For decades, Black men have been shot and killed by police. These tragedies have raised awareness of racism in policing. Few people in the urban setting have any constitutional protection when traveling in vehicles, where many deadly police encounters take place. Indeed, implicit bias in policing continues to be perpetuated many years after the fall of the legal regime of “Jim Crow.”

IV. SOLUTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Living in a city should not mean you surrender a fundamental right to dignity. I agree with those who argue that health care, education, and housing...
should be counted among our fundamental rights. Clearly, the start of the solution lies in taking a therapeutic justice approach. In restorative justice principles, the focus of the process is on healing, rather than finding a way to treat all violators of law as traditional criminal offenders. While there has been some system reform in recent years to incorporate trauma-informed practices, courts and government agencies need to move toward factoring urban trauma into their solutions. Even lawyers in the system should take a therapeutic justice approach leaning toward fashioning health care rather than criminal justice outcomes.

Further, a model of community policing should be advanced to change the trust relationship in urban settings. This style of policing diverts from the orthodox model, which stresses officers not backing down from confrontations and evaluates officers more on the numbers of arrests. Instead, the community policing model emphasizes community engagement, limited use of force, the application of new technology, and reliance on independent oversight and cooperative efforts with community groups.

Such an approach might have its critics, but police agencies “were more effective over time when [they] were able to recruit new officers who had a particular affinity for the type of policing we were promoting. Plus, there were certain individuals who changed their philosophies toward modern policing.”

“Done correctly, policing is among the noblest of professions. But done incorrectly, it can be a societal poison . . . . “[A]nti-progressive orthodoxy’ model of policing still dominates in America ‘and rears its head in examples such as what we’ve just seen [with George Floyd].”’

We should take this window of opportunity to both admit our errors and repair our past failure to address our neglect of the people in urban America. Lack of access to affordable, equitable healthcare has shown disparities in COVID-19 mortality in urban

110. See, e.g., Goodwin Liu, Rethinking Constitutional Welfare Rights, 61 STAN. L. REV. 203, 207, 210 (2008) (arguing that the Supreme Court should weigh societal values in relation to public welfare benefits when it determines whether there should be fundamental rights to education, housing, or medical care).
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communities, specifically for communities of color. In addition, seemingly simple public health solutions to the pandemic, like social distancing, neglect the realities of low-income Americans being more likely to work in public-facing jobs and live in multi-generational households. We are all spectators to the tragedy of the failure of the American city. However, unlike the citizens of Greece, we are in the position to move past our own catharsis in response to the woes of the urban poor. We can provide material resources in addition to holistic public policy efforts to benefit the lives of our most underprivileged.

V. CONCLUSION

The nation’s urban centers have had a disproportionate share of poverty and health related issues. At the same time, our society operates under the delusion that more incarceration in urban areas will make us safer. Changing from a rural society to an industrial society has concentrated both opportunity and suffering in American cities. Attempts to address these issues have been ongoing, however, minority groups have done a disproportionate amount of suffering as we attempt to resolve these problems. For example, Baltimore’s attempt to begin trauma-informed practices is an appropriate start but the minority community still has disproportionate suffering from the opioid crisis. Exacerbated by the great migration of African-Americans escaping the Jim Crow South, the cities have absorbed a large amount of the people with the
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greatest health care and mental health needs. See id. Research shows that “African-American males are also less than half as likely to receive consideration by employers as their White counterparts. Pager also found that criminal convictions were less problematic for the White participants. The White males who reported that they were just out of prison were as likely to be called back for a second interview as African-American men who had no criminal history at all. Among African-American males without criminal records, only 14% received call-backs compared to 34% of their White non-criminal counterparts. White men with criminal records received more favorable treatment (17%) compared to African-American males without (14%). Criminal records for African-American men are interrelated to the criminal justice system and difficult to overcome due to the convictions reinforcing longstanding stereotypes of African-American men. Evi Taylor et al., The Historical Perspectives of Stereotypes on African-American Males, 4 J. HUM. RTS. & SOC. WORK 213, 217 (2019).
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The opioid crisis of the early twenty-first century, and the more recent COVID-19 pandemic, has magnified the challenges of major cities in ways that have never been contemplated. Despite these dire circumstances, this crisis may have led to a possibility that we could reset our focus and not repeat our “War on Drugs” mistake of the past. America’s African American community has remained stuck for the last five decades in both housing and incarceration discrimination. Re-directing drug abuse through the healthcare system rather than the criminal system makes sense from an economic and public policy perspective. Recognizing these systemic barriers to equality should be a top priority for a nation such as America, which prides itself on valuing equal opportunity. A focus on workforce development and offender reentry is a
valuable tool in the fight to change direction from a system hard wired with incarceration priority.  

We should not double down on failed approaches that place only a Band-Aid on the problem and leave the nation exactly where we’ve been for the last several decades. We should use this crisis as an opportunity to reset and launch new initiatives that have some chance of success. In many ways, all of these tragedies combined have placed us at rock-bottom. What do we have to lose by trying something new.
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